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3 Claims. (Cl.s173-—332) 
The invention relates to electrical contact mem- Figure 3, A is the insulator casing or plug at 

bers, such as are used in plug contacts for ?exible tached to the ?exible electrical conductor B, and 
conductors and has more particular reference C is our improved contact member located within 
to constructions designed for use with electrically a recess D in said plug. .‘This contact is formed 

5 heated devices, such as laundry irons. It is usual of a strip of metal of relatively high electrical 5 
to form plug contact members of a bronze having conductivity such as a copper alloy. This strip 
desirable qualities, such as high electrical con- is bent at E into U-shaped form with its end 
ductivity, low coe?lcient of friction and the oxide portions return-bent at F and F’ to extend within 
of which is- also an electrical conductor. This the U in normal contact with each other. The 

10 material when ?rst formed has suf?cient-inherent electrical conductor is attached to the contact by 10 
resiliency to ?rmly press against the cooperating a clamping screw G which extends through the 
contact so as to insure good electrical connection. portion adjacent to the bend E and having a 
When, however, such contacts are used in con- threaded engagement therewith. 
nection with electrical heaters, heat transmitted With the construction as thus far described, 

15 thereto will generally draw the temper of the when the plug is engaged with cooperating ter- ll 
metal so that it loses its resiliency. Consequent- minal contacts H such as on a laundry iron, these 
ly, the electrical connection will be imperfect contacts will be inserted between the return-bent 
causing arcing and further heating with'destruc- portions separating the same while the resiliency 
tive e?ect. There are certain metals, such for of the metal will maintain a contact. However, 

an instance as stainless steel or “Monel" metal that if this resiliency is destroyed by heating, then the 20 
will retain their resiliency even when heated to furcations of the contact will remain permanently 
a considerable extent. However, these metals spaced from each other so as to not make good 
are not well adapted for electrical contacts for contact with the member H. This di?iculty is 
various reasons. Thus, “Monel" metal when overcome by arranging within the U-shaped por 

25 heated forms a coating of oxide of an electrical tion a resilient member formed of metal which 25 
insulating nature. On the other hand, stainless will retain its resiliency under any heat to which 
steel when heated has an excessively high coe?i- it may be subjected. For this purpose, we pref 
cient of friction so as to interfere with the in- erably use either a stainless steel or “Monel” 
sertion or withdrawal of the cooperating contact. metal. As above stated, neither of these are 

30 It is the object of the present invention to ob- suitable for forming the contact members, but 30 
tain a construction of resilient electrical contact are used as springs for pressing the contact por 
which will retain its resiliency when heated as tions of the member C against the cooperating 
well as having other desirable qualities. To this contact. Thus, as speci?cally shown I is a U 
end the invention consists in the construction as shaped member formed of either of the above 

35 hereinafter set forth. mentioned metals or any other resilient material 35 
In the drawing: which will maintain its resiliency when subjected ' 
Figure 1 is an enlarged longitudinal section to heat. This member I-' is arranged within the 

through our improved contact; U of the member C andhas its outer ends bent 
Figure 2 is a perspective view thereof; inward to bear upon the return-bent portions F 

40 Figure 3 is a section showing the device in use and F’ and to press them against each other. 40 
in connection with a laundry iron; , The member I is held in place preferably by 

Figure 4 is a section through the plug at right punch ‘rivets J connecting it with one side of the 
angles to Figure 3; member C, while at the opposite side it is bulged 
Figure 5 is a section on line 5—5 of Figure 2. outward to bear against the adjacent side of the 

45 As speci?cally shown, the resilient contact member C and thus when the cooperating con- 45 
member is one designed for use in a plug for the tact H is inserted between the return-bent por 
conductor cord of a laundry iron. It is usual tions F and F’, the spreading of these portions 
to place such contact members in recesses in a is resisted by the tension of the member I which 
plug which latter is formed of insulating ma- develops suillcient pressure to insure good elec 

50 terial thereby avoiding any danger of short-cir- trical connection. 50 
cuiting. The contacts are also bifurcated to em- As has been stated, it is necessary to anchor 
brace the cooperating contact member and are the contact within the plug A so as to resist the 
anchored within an insulator plug or casing so thrust and pull of attaching or disengaging the 

' as to resist the thrust and pull incident to en- plug. This anchor connection should have suili 
55 gaging or disengaging the plug. As shown in cient rigidity to take care of such stresses and 55 



10 

20 

we have therefore formed it also of the stainless 
steel, "MoneP’ metal or the like which will retain 
rigidity under heat. As shown,- the anchor is 
formed of a U-shaped member _K which is in 
serted between the portion of the member C en 
gaged by the screw G and which thus forms a 

' threaded socket or nut for the screw. The ?anges 
of the member K are provided with angle-bent 
portions K’ for engaging pockets in the plug A _ 
to ‘10111 the member from displacement. Thus 
the member K is ?xed in position within the plug 
or casing A and is rigidly secured by the screw 
G to the member C. 
What we claim as our ‘invention is: 
1. An electrical contact comprising a U-shaped 

strip of metal having its end portions inwardly 
return-bent, said-strip being formed of ?exible 
material having good electrical conductivity, a 
low coefficient of friction at high temperatures 
and the oxide of which is a relatively good con 
ductor, and a resilient reinforcing member ar 
ranged within the U and embracing the return 
bent portions thereof, said reinforcing member 
being formedof material which retains its resil 

25 iency when subjected to heat. 
2. An electrical contact comprising a ?exible 

strip of metal having good electrical conductivity, 

2,106,884 
a low coemcient of friction at high temperatures 
and the oxide of which is a relatively good con 
ductor, said strip being bent into U-shaped form 
with the end portions inwardly retum-bent to 
normally contact with each other and a U-shaped 
resilient reinforcement arranged within the U of 
said ?rst mentioned member and embracing the 
return-bent portion thereof, 'said ireinforcing 
member being formed of metal which retains its 
resiliency under heat. 

3. An electrical contact comprising a strip of 
metal having good electrical conductivity, a low 
coef?cientiof friction at high temperatures and 
the oxide of which is a relatively good conductor, 
said strip being bent into U-shaped form with the 
end portions inwardly retum-bent to normally 
contact with each other a U-shaped resilient rein 
forcement arranged within the U of said first 
mentioned member and embracing the return 
bent portion thereof, said reinforcing member 
being formed of metal which retains its resiliency 
under heat, an insulator casing enclosing said 
members, and an anchor for said members within 
said casing formed of metal which retains its 
rigidity when subjected to heat. 

‘ CHARLES A. HANSER. 
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